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Cut the top layer along
the scissors line.

A wide range of different origami has
been enjoyed in Japan since ancient
times.

The letters in blue circles indicate the fold lines.
They are also shown on the practice sheet.

Star mark

Fold the right and left
corners inwards, along Fold     ,
so that they meet at the
bottom corner, at the star mark.

B

A
Fold the paper in
half along Fold     .

Flatten down the edges.

Flatten down the edges.

Fold the right and left
corners backwards, along Fold    ,
so that they meet at the top corner. 

C

Fold the right and left corners
diagonally along Fold     .D
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With the 'Turtle' pattern, you can make
a turtle with a big shell.

Turtle [A4 size 4 pages] We'll be using scissors 
in this pattern, 
so please be very careful.

We'll be using scissors 
in this pattern, 
so please be very careful.
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Fold the turtle inwards,
down the middle.

Set the turtle on its feet.

Fold the lower right and left
corners back along Fold     .E

Fold the outer right and
left corners inwards, along Fold     ,
so that they meet in the middle.

F

Fold the turtle’s snout
back along Fold     .H

Fold down the topmost
triangle along Fold     .G
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Cut line

Mountain fold

Valley fold

Practice sheet
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Canon 3D Papercraft

http://bj.canon.co.jp/english/3D-papercraft/

Canon     is a registered tradem
ark of Canon Inc.

The yellow lines
will be cut later.
Don't cut them just yet.
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Cut line

Mountain fold

Valley fold

Practice sheet
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Canon 3D Papercraft

http://bj.canon.co.jp/english/3D-papercraft/
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The yellow lines
will be cut later.
Don't cut them just yet.


